Visuomotor control when reaching toward and grasping moving targets.
Two experiments were conducted to examine the influence of target motion on the control and coordination of reaching and grasping movements. In Experiment 1 all the measures which reflected the transport or reaching phase of prehension (movement time, peak velocity, time to peak velocity, and transport tau margin) were sensitive to the velocity of the target, with subjects moving even slower than during the stationary trials, when the target was moving very slowly. Measures which reflected grasp formation such as the size of maximum aperture and the grasping tau margin were not influenced by target speed. To further investigate this dissociation between grasp and transport, different object sizes and even slower object speeds were introduced in Experiment 2. Transport results similar to those found in the first study were observed. However, in Experiment 2, both size of peak aperture and the grasping tau margin were sensitive to target movement. The results of these two studies are discussed in terms of the limitations of optic variables in the visual regulation of movement, and the independence of control of the reach and grasp phase of prehension.